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S equence-specific transcription factors drive the diversity of cell phenotypes in development and homeostasis (1) . For each target gene, alternative transcription-factor binding configurations (by different transcription factors or by multiple copies of the same one) result in varied transcriptional outputs, in turn leading to alternative cell fates and behaviors (2, 3) . Elucidating the relations between transcriptionfactor configurations [which can number in the hundreds (4) (5) (6) ] and the resulting transcriptional activity remains a challenge. Application of traditional genetic and biochemical approaches usually requires a genetically modified system or assays of purified components in vitro (7) . Ideally, however, one would like to map transcription-factor configuration to promoter activity inside the cell, with minimal perturbation to the endogenous system.
Multiple factors hinder such direct measurement. First, individual cells vary in both transcriptionfactor concentration and the resulting transcriptional activity (8, 9) ; averaging over many cells thus filters out details of the regulatory relation. Second, even within the single cell, more than one copy of the regulated gene is typically present, with each copy individually regulated (10) . Finally, even at the level of a single gene copy, multiple binding configurations are possible at a given transcription-factor concentration (11, 12) . The relative probabilities of these different configurations and the rate of switching between them will define the stochastic activity of the regulated promoter (13) .
We simultaneously measured, in individual cells, the concentration of a transcription factor and the number of mRNAs produced from the regulated gene. We also measured how the gene copy number changes through the cell cycle. We then analyzed the full single-cell data using a theoretical model, which allowed us to identify the contributions of different transcription-factor binding configurations to the stochastic activity of the promoter.
Specifically, we examined the lysogeny maintenance promoter of phage lambda, P RM . The regulation of this promoter by its own gene product, the lambda repressor (CI), is a paradigm for how alternative binding configurations drive transcriptional activity and the resulting cell fatestable lysogeny or lytic induction resulting in cell death (7) . The number of possible CI configurations is very large [>100 (4, 5) ]. Briefly, as CI concentration increases, CI dimers gradually occupy three proximal (O R1-3 ) and three distal (O L1-3 ) operator sites, leading first to activation, then repression, of P RM (Fig. 1A) . Cooperative CI binding, and looping of DNA between the O R and O L sites, play important roles in shaping the P RM (CI) regulatory curve (14) .
In a lysogen (a bacterium carrying a prophage), CI concentration is believed to be such that P RM fluctuates between the activated and repressed states (15) (Fig. 1A) , and this has been suggested to stabilize the lysogenic state against random fluctuations in CI levels (14) . However, the nature of the lysogenic "mixed state" (activated/repressed) is unknown: Are the promoter fluctuations slow enough, such that two distinct cell populations coexist, exhibiting high and low P RM expression, respectively? Alternatively, are promoter fluctuations fast, such that all cells exhibit an intermediate, well-defined level of P RM expression (Fig. 1B) ?
To measure CI concentration in individual cells, we used antibody labeling (immunofluorescence). Lysogenic cells (see table S1) exhibited a strong CI signal, whereas nonlysogenic (uninfected) cells showed only a weak background signal ( Fig. 2A  and fig. S1 ). To verify that the antibody signal reliably represents CI levels, we expressed a CIyellow fluorescent protein (YFP) fusion protein (16) in nonlysogenic cells and compared the YFP fluorescence to the signal exhibited by the antibody to CI in each cell. The two signals were linear with each other (fig. S2A) , and single-molecule imaging revealed that most YFP molecules were colocalized with an antibody to CI, as expected ( fig. S2B) .
To convert the antibody signal to CI concentration in each cell, we needed to know the fluorescence value corresponding to a single antibody-labeled CI molecule [a CI dimer, which is the dominant species in the cell (17) ]. To obtain this calibration constant, we used two methods (18) (Fig. 2 , B and C): In the first method, we used automated image analysis to identify individual fluorescent particles (spots, fig. S3 ). These spots displayed a well-defined intensity value, distinct from the corresponding signal found in negative samples (Fig. 2B) . We identified the positivesample spot intensity as corresponding to individual CI dimers ( fig. S4A ) (each one decorated by~20 fluorescent dyes, due to the stoichiometry of antibody labeling; fig. S5 ) and used it to convert cell fluorescence to CI concentration. In the second method, we used the fact that the Poisson statistics of random protein positions within the cell lead to a linear relation between the fluorescence mean and the pixel-to-pixel variance within each cell ( Fig. 2C and fig. S6 ). Measuring the slope of this line allowed us to identify the fluorescence corresponding to a single labeled protein ( fig. S7 ). Using either method to estimate CI concentration in lysogens gave similar results ( Fig. 2D and fig. S4B ). These measured values also agreed with those reported in the literature (19) (20) (21) (Fig. 2D and table S2 ). The two imaging-based methods allowed us to measure CI numbers in individual lysogenic cells (Fig. 2E) . Fitting the CI distribution to a stochastic model of protein production (22) indicated that, on average, the~200 CI monomers in the cell are produced in~10 random bursts, of~20 proteins each, during the 30-min cell cycle (table  S3) . The estimated burst frequency is consistent with a (more accurate) value that we obtained from cI mRNA statistics (Fig. 3) . It is also consistent with the measured stability of the lysogenic state [which depends exponentially on the CI burst frequency (23)].
CI binding configuration
To measure the activity of the P RM promoter in individual lysogenic cells, we used single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH) (24, 25) to label and count cI mRNAs, produced from P RM (Fig. 3A) . Fluorescent spots were identified by means of an automated algorithm (25) (fig.  S3) , and the fluorescence intensity corresponding to a single mRNA was identified ( fig. S8 ). We used this intensity to convert the total spot intensity in each cell to the number of cI mRNAs (25) . The copy-number distribution of cI mRNA in a lysogen (Fig. 3A) represents the combined contribution from multiple copies of the P RM -cI gene in each cell (26) . To identify the contribution of a single gene copy, we first examined how the cI gene copy number varies during the cell cycle. We engineered an array of 140 Tet operators (tetO) (27) into the gal locus of Escherichia coli (~16 kb away from the lambda integration site). The gene locus was detected through the binding of a Tet repressor (TetR)-YFP fusion (27) (Fig. 3B) . We used automated image analysis to count the number of YFP foci in each cell. Gating the cell population by length, we found that newborn cells had on average 2.1 ± 0.1 (mean ± SEM) foci per cell. Cells about to divide had 4.0 ± 0.1 foci per cell (Fig. 3B) . These values are in good agreement with the expected copy number of the cI locus under our experimental conditions (26) . We used these measured copy numbers to delineate the transcriptional activity of individual gene copies. If the stochastic activity of each copy is independent of the other copies in the same cell, then the cI mRNA distribution for cells having two gene copies will be given by the autoconvolution of the distribution for a single gene copy (a distribution that we cannot measure directly). Similarly, the mRNA distribution for four-copy cells will be equal to the one-copy distribution taken to the fourth convolution power. The experimental histograms agreed well with these predictions (Fig. 3C and  fig. S9 ). Furthermore, knowing the fraction of cells in the population that have two and four copies allowed us to then predict the cI mRNA distribution for the whole population. The predicted distribution agreed well with the experimentally measured one (Fig. 3A) .
Analyzing the single-gene mRNA distribution (Fig. 3D) revealed that a single copy of P RM produces a burst of cI mRNA every~6 min on average (table S4) . When accounting for the presence of two to four gene copies per cell (Fig. 3B) , this value is consistent with the burst frequency estimated from the CI protein histogram (Fig. 2E) . Comparing the protein and mRNA data also allowed us to directly calculate the number of CI proteins produced from each cI mRNA,~6 on average (table S3) . This value is in good agreement with a previous theoretical calculation (23) .
To measure the regulatory relation between CI concentration and P RM activity, we used a reporter system in which the autoregulatory feedback from CI to P RM existing in the lysogen is broken: CI is expressed from an inducible promoter, whereas P RM transcribes the lacZ gene rather than cI (14) (Fig. 4A) . To simultaneously measure CI concentration and P RM activity in the same cell, we combined immunofluorescence (using antibody to CI) with smFISH (using lacZ probes) (18) (Fig. 4B and fig. S10 ) and measured the corresponding protein and mRNA numbers as described above. Performing this measurement over a range of CI levels, then plotting lacZ mRNA numbers versus CI concentration from many individual cells, produced highly scattered data (Fig. 4C) , as expected from the stochasticity of the regulation and transcription processes (9) . Averaging within finite windows of CI concentration revealed the mean regulatory relation between CI and P RM , known as the gene regulation function (16) (Fig. 4C and fig. S11 ). The shape of the regulation function agreed with that from previous reports, with P RM activity first increasing, then decreasing, with CI concentration (4, 14, 28) . However, our measurement provides the absolute numbers for both the input (CI concentration) and output (mRNA numbers), rather than relative expression levels (4, 5, 14, 28) . The absolute values are crucial for the subsequent steps in our analysis of P RM regulation.
As the first step in this analysis, we wrote down a theoretical model in which the probabilities of different CI binding configurations are given by their thermodynamic weights (15) (fig.  S12A ). This thermodynamic model successfully reproduced the regulation function (Fig. 4C and  fig. S13 ). In performing this procedure, most freeenergy values used in the model were identical to those reported (15) (table S5). The model also provided the probabilities of observing the different promoter activity states-basal, activated [with the DNA between O R and O L either looped or unlooped (15)], and repressed-as a function of CI concentration (Fig. 4D) . The overlap between the different states underlines the challenge in identifying the transcriptional signature of a single promoter state: For example, the probability of P RM being in the activated state does not surpass~50%.
To reveal the activity of individual promoter states, we introduced a stochastic version of the theoretical model (Fig. 4E and fig. S12 ). In the model, the CI binding configurations are grouped based on the expected promoter activity: basal, activated unlooped, activated looped, and repressed The theoretical fit from (C) was used to reconstruct the cI mRNA distribution from a single gene copy. This distribution was then used to predict the distribution for the whole population (A). (15) . Each promoter activity state is described by stochastic bursty kinetics of mRNA production (29) . P RM stochastically switches between its four activity states. The switching rates are initially unknown, but the thermodynamic model above provides us with the equilibrium constant (ratio between switching left and right) for each pair of states, at a given CI concentration. For each set of parameters, the stochastic model can be solved to yield the expected mRNA copy-number distribution for the population of multicopy cells.
We used the stochastic model to analyze the full P RM (CI) single-cell data set (Fig. 4C) . Applying maximum-likelihood estimation, we found good agreement between the experimental and theoretical mRNA distributions over the full range of CI concentrations (Fig. 4F, fig. S14 , and movie S1). The fitting procedure allowed us to extract the mRNA statistics corresponding to the different activity states of P RM (fig. S15 ). The calculated distributions were in good agreement with those obtained with genetic controls: cells expressing no CI (basal), and cells overexpressing CI in wildtype P RM (repressed) and in a mutant lacking the O L operator (activated unlooped) (14) (fig. S15B and table S6). The stochastic kinetics of each promoter state exhibited a similar relation between expression level and burst size to that measured in other E. coli promoters (29) (fig. S15C) .
Even though the measured mRNA distribution at each CI concentration represents a mixture of multiple promoter states, each of the histograms is unimodal and can be described by a simple kinetic model with a single burst size and frequency (Fig. 4F and fig. S16 ). The parameter that determines the shape of the "mixed state" mRNA distribution is the rate of switching between promoter states (Fig. 1B) . Previous in vitro studies of O R -O L looping suggested that the switching between looped and unlooped promoter configurations is fast (~seconds) (30) , but similar studies of looping in the cell left the question open (31) . Our stochastic model predicts that if promoter switching is very slow relative to mRNA lifetime [here~2 min (29) ], the observed mRNA distribution will be the weighed sum of the underlying single-promoter-state distributions. Our experimental data strongly disagreed with this prediction (Fig. 4G) . By contrast, if switching is fast, the observed distribution will be given by a (weighed) convolution of the underlying singlepromoter-state distributions, and if the underlying states can each be described by simple bursty kinetics, the new mixed state can be as well. This is indeed what we observed (Fig. 4, F and G, and  fig. S16 ). Thus, P RM switches rapidly between different promoter states, resulting in a stochastic signature that (at a given CI concentration) is indistinguishable from that of a single promoter state, but with renormalized kinetic parameters. Our finding of rapid switching explains why, in the lysogen, we did not detect distinct "active" and "repressed" populations in either the protein (Fig. 2E) or mRNA (Fig. 3A) histograms, but instead both data sets indicated a single, welldefined promoter activity.
Precise single-cell measurements, accompanied by theoretical analysis, can reveal new features even in well-studied model systems. When combined with genetic and synthetic-biology approaches (13), this strategy may allow prediction of the stochastic characteristics of promoter activity, a prediction that remains a challenge to our understanding of gene regulation (9, 32) .
